A novel structure hybridized localized surface plasmons (LSP) with liquid crystals(LC) to offer active modulation on sub wavelength structure, it allow for CMOS-compatible fabrication is presented with theoretical explanations and the results of numerical simulation. Among the candidate devices for true holographic video display, liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS), combining large birefringence liquid crystal with CMOS-compatible technology, is an appropriate digital spatial light modulator (SLM) for the purpose. In this work, the top electrode of LCOS is replaced by LSP Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) structure, which interacts with incident light on sub-wavelength scales. While keeping the advantages of LCOS, its physical process is novel. Instead of accumulation during light passed, phase retardation is offered by an anomalous reflection with high-efficiency. Our investigations are numerically carried out by the commercial software CST Microwave Studios. Some thoughts and inchoate simulation results are shared here.
Introduction
Holography has been acknowledged as the most promising technology for 3D display as it can produce three-dimensional image of the scene with perfect realism. In order to reproducing the moving 3D scene dynamically, the move to video holography seems not only desirable but also inevitable. MIT Spatial Imaging Group headed by Stephen Benton brought holography from the age of film to the digital age in 1989 and this is a remarkably transition. Since then R&D on the devices for true holographic video display is advanced [1, 2, 3] . Heart of the holographic video is the devices that modulate the light by some kinds of spatial light modulators (SLMs). Among these candidate devices, LCOS, which is marriage of liquid crystal due to their large birefringence and CMOS-compatible technology to provide electrically (or digitally without mechanical motion) addressed structure and the possibility for high spatial resolution, is one of appropriate digital SLM for the purpose.
Spatial resolution is an important performance characteristic of SLM to provide the desired viewing angle in holographic display. The pixel size of SLM needs to close to the wavelength of visible light scale to provide the desired viewing angle in holographic display [1, 2] . However, Kent state university researchers have pointed that simply scaling the pixel size in the off-the-shelf LCOS down to one micrometer or being close to the wavelength of visible light scale would have very low diffraction due to the fringing field effects in relative think cell to meet the need of 2π retardation [4] .
Contract to the off-the-shelf LCOS, the different structure PSR-based (Propagating Surface Plasmons) LC SLMs were already demonstrated in lectures [5, 6] . By using the PSR effect, an enhanced electro-optic response in thin intermediate medium layer can be attained and opens the possibility of reducing the fringing field effect. On the other hand the spatial resolution of the PSR-based SLMs is limited by the finite propagation length (several tens of micrometers) of the SPs and their development has been hampered by the fact that these devices are expected to have a 2nd Annual International Conference on Advanced Material Engineering (AME 2016) relatively low resolution. In contrast to PSR, non-propagating surface plasmons, usually referred to as localized plasmons or sometimes localized surface plasmon resonance, can be excited in subwavelength. LSP in metallic nanostructures can offer large electromagnetic field enhancements, and nanometre-scale localisation electric fields.
In this work, the top electrode of LCOS is replaced by LSP FP structure, which interacts with incident light on sub-wavelength scales. Coupling of LSP could create new hybrid modes that cannot be supported by individual nanostructures, overcome some of the limitations of individual LSP, and open up possibilities for new applications and active control of plasmon resonances.
Physics of LSP FP Structure
It is well known that holography is based on the electromagnetic interference effect, therefore the flectional phase is most being concerned in our purpose. According to the plasmon hybridization model that the LSP response of nanostructures can be viewed as the collection of LSP arising from simpler geometries to form an interacting system [7] , several mechanisms for the nontrivial phase shift at the reflecting interface are introduced in this section. This could be helpful for understanding the structure suggested by us.
Phase Shift on a Metal Subwavelength Grating
The phase change on a grating associated with the LSP effect is complicated due to the phase changes associated with the modulated grating surface. Theoretically, it has been noticed that when light impinges on the interface of two media, i.e., from denser to rarer medium there is a possibility of existence of surface waves (evanescent wave) in the rarer medium and the reflected beam undergoes a lateral displacement along the interface. This effect was first observed by Goos and H¨anchen [8] and the analogue of the Goos and H¨anchen effect for SPP have been studied both theoretically and experimentally. The normal wave vector is imaginary when the metal with a negative permittivity constitutes one of the interface media. The imaginary wave vector means that the wave is evanescent and decays exponentially from the interface. According the Fresnel's coefficient of reflection between the dielectric medium 1 and 2 (the permittivity is 1 ε and 2 ε , and the permeability is 1 2
where,
represents the wave vector component along the normal of interface, here 0 k is the wave vector in free space and the / / k is the parallel wave vector component along the boundary. When the normal wave vector 2 k ⊥ is imaginary, however, the reflection phase will deviate from 0 or π . Hence, the evanescent wave will play a crucial role in tailoring the reflection phase at the boundaries.
For light incidence upon a metal surface perforated with the periodic subwavelength apertures, the propagating and evanescent waves can be excited simultaneously and the reflection phase may be changed depending on interference of diffracted evanescent waves generated by subwavelength features at the surface.
Phase Shift Due to Resonant Cavities
The reflection phase at the boundary of a slab can also be induced, which is correlated with the oscillation of waves in the slab. Consider a dielectric slab of the permittivity 2 ε and thickness h sandwiched between two semi-infinite medium 1 ( 1 ε ) and 3 ( 3 ε ) (as shown in Fig.1 ). Here we use the TM-polarized light is incident with the incident angle θ upon the slab and transmits from the medium 1 to medium 3. 
Phase Shift in Hybrid LSP Fabry-Perot (FP) Cavities
As mentioned in the introduction, the hybrid LSP FP cavities is usually composed of a thin metallic pattern (e.g., a periodic array of well-separated disks, patches, or stripes) and a back ground plane, separated by a dielectric spacer. There are several similar architectures under different name, such as metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguides, gap-surface plasmon [10] , guided resonance reflective phase shifters [11] , for selectively modifying the wavelength, amplitude, phase or/and its polarization of electromagnetic field. In such structures presenting an effective optical index depending on their geometrical parameters such as their depth, height, width and the optical index of the spacer, horizontal or vertical resonances in the dielectric spacer could be excited; the vertical spacer may behave as the FP-like cavities [12] .
Our Proposed Structure
The schematic view of structure we proposed is shown in Fig.1 . Here, an air-filled metallic rectangular strip grating and a planar metal film, with the metal thickness much larger than the skin depth are separated by intermediate medium layer (e.g., LC layer). The grating is characterized by the lattice period d , slit width a , slit length h , and spacer thickness t . The structure is illuminated by a TM-polarized light, where the permittivity of incident side is For simplify, all the discussions are derived in the 1D case, a simplified formula will be derived as: 
Numerical Simulations and Results
To reveal the optical properties of our proposed structure, a simulation platform with the commercial software CST Microwave Studios and FDTD Solutions has been performed for our proposed structure in this paper. The structure is illuminated by a TM-polarized light. Here, without the loss of generality, our proposed structure parameters were set as lattice period d = 200 nm, slit length h =100 nm, slit width a = 50 nm, the intermediate medium layer thickness t = 300 nm. As shown in Fig.2(a) , the phase of the reflected light is associated with the refractive index of the intermediate medium layer. We can see that with the increase of the reflective index of the intermediate medium layer, the reflected light phase displacement of monotone decreasing mode and the phase shift can reach to 357.302 degree.As shown in Fig.2(b) , the phase shift can reach to 346.56 degree. Considering the industrial level, we improved our proposed structure. As shown in Fig. 3 , if we want to carving slot depth is 100 nm, there will be a certain slope the slope's width is about 10 nm. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , with the increase of the reflective index of the liquid crystal layer, the reflected light phase displacement of monotone decreasing mode and the phase shift can reach to 355.274 degree. As we know, a full 2π phase shift is desired to generate an arbitrary wave front profile. For a b the above simulations, it is possible to approach the nearly 2π phase region with our proposed structure. If the incident light energy unit is 1, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , we can get that the amplitude of the reflected light lies between 0.78 and 0.92. 
Conclusions
A novel structure hybridized LSP with liquid crystal to offer active modulation on light-wavelength feature size and allow for CMOS-compatible fabrication is presented for holographic 3D video display. Its physical process is novel, instead accumulated during passing, phase retardation is offered by an anomalous reflection with phase shift in hybrid LSP FP cavities. As we all know, holography is the use of light interference principle record, diffraction theory reproducing the object information, including the recording information and reproducing the two processes. Holography recording process by interference principle record all the information (amplitude and phase information) of the object, so the holographic reproducing can be produced with the same original object wave-front, in order to achieve the object of the original three-dimensional reconstruction. Therefore, the phase modulation is what we are most concerned about.
In conclusion, The results obtained in the simulations are in good coincidence with the purposes of reaching nearly 2π phase shift by change the dielectric constant of dielectric layers. At the same time it has a high reflection efficiency. Our results lead to more practical applications, in order to go beyond the limitations of current LCOS devices, improvements to existing LCOS devices. in future work we hope to achieve these experiments effects.
